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President's Column
Bill Fowle
I hope many of you went home and made some handles for your tools after Ed’s wonderful demonstration. I, for one, am wanting to try. I think a custom handle fitted to my hands and turning style
would be wonderful. Ed showed that it is not that hard to make them yourself. Thanks Ed!
And a big thanks to Alan for turning a really dry subject into a great demo about the Guild’s certification program. I hope many more of us get certified if for no other reason than to know we are turning
safely. With all the accidents and horror stories we are hearing about these days, safety is something
we can’t forget about. We all fall into habits that cut corners and cause some safety risks and it is
good to be reminded about the safe way to turn.
I hear Neil Turner’s demo and class was a big success. I am sorry I missed it but am looking forward
to reading about it in this newsletter. Thanks to Art and Brian for helping to organise all our wonderful out of town demonstrators.
We still need a volunteer to find a home for our Canada 150 Maple Tree. We are running out of time
for it to be a timely Canada 150 project. There are lots of ideas to help get the ball rolling, but I need
someone to spearhead the project. Please let me know if you are interested.
Happy Turning!

Bill
October’s President Challenge: Gaps
November’s President’s Challenge: Handle

Front Cover:
Mark Anderson ‐ Maple
with Analine dyes

GVWG
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Editor's Notes
Bruce Campbell
This month we report on Ed Pretty’s thorough presentation on making turning handles and Neil
Turners excellent all-day demonstration. We also encapsulate the information about our certification process as presented by Al Cusworth. Please also check out the information for upcoming Turning 101 sessions.
And a quick note about being a food provider. Each month we select six names from the membership list in alphabetical order to bring coffee treats. With around 100 members it means you are
called on about once every 2 ½ years. So when it is your turn please support this activity as you
would like to receive from it.
We are always looking for content for the newsletter so please let us know if you have story ideas,
announcements, success stories and so on. Send then to editor@gvwg.ca

Bruce Campbell eÉuxÜà VtÜÄáÉÇ
Bruce Campbell, editor and Robert Carlson, publisher

Beads of Courage

Gaalen Erickson,
Scott Belway – Beads
of Courage Box – 6X6
– Cherry, Purpleheart
– WoP, Beeswax

Mori Kono –
Beads of Courage
– 6X8 – Maple –
Armour Coat
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Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell
worth (thanks Al). We will resume this month so
There was no Tech Talk last month to allow for
bring you questions, ideas, and suggestions.
registration and so that all members could hear
about our turner certification project by Allan Cus-

The GVWG Demonstrator Certi ication
Process
By Bruce Campbell photos by Phil Vetra
Alan Cusworth is an Assessor for the GVWG and
FVWG for certificating of members as qualifies
turners.

The process is quite simple. An applicant arranges
a time to meet with an evaluator and turns a minimum if small two projects. One must be a longgrain project and the other a cross-grain project.
The blanks used should be approximately 2x2x6”
for the long-grain project and 2x6” for the crossgrain one and they should be provided by the applicant. The evaluator will inspect them to see
that they are “suitable”. That is, crack-free, spaltfree, and non-toxic.
What the applicant turns is not important. Nor is
the quality of the end result. The evaluation focuses on HOW the work is performed; specifically is it
performed safely?
What tools the applicant uses is up to them but it
is best if they can demonstrate each of the six basic
turning tools:

When the Guild or its members demonstrate to
the public there can be a risk to those involved.
The organizers of such shows are now asking for
us to carry liability insurance of 2-5 million dollars. That is why the Guild needs to have members prove that they can turn safely in public. For
this reason, the Guild developed a certification
process and a set of practices that must be followed when turning at a Guild-sanctioned event.








Spindle Roughing Gouge
Bowl Gouge
Spindle Gouge
Parting Tool
Scraper
Skew

GVWG
The certification most times will be done on
strange equipment, most likely in the assessors
shop. A list of assessors is here:
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phasis that the our audience there is a better
chance they will think of them should they start
turning.

http://www.gvwg.ca/docs/Demo_EvaluationCertifiers.pdf
and the safety review assessment form can be
found here:
http://www.gvwg.ca/docs/Guild%20Safety%
20Review%20Checklist.pdf
Once a person is certified they are eligible to
demonstrate at Guild meetings including Focus on
Fundamentals and the main demonstration, and to
demonstrate at Guild-sanctioned public events
(craft fairs, markets, etc.) It is important that they
follow the Guilds safety standards at these events
and encourage others to do so also. The standards
Allan demonstrated two simple setups (a spindle
may be found here:
and a bowl project) and discussed some of the factors that an evaluator would consider.
http://www.gvwg.ca/docs/Demo_Standards.pdf

Once the evaluator agrees
that the applicant is qualified they info the Guild
secretary who maintains a
list for Guild use. This information is never shared
outside the Guild. The certification is for 5 years
after which the process must be repeated.
Tool technique is important but so is the setup the
applicant uses. Do they have adequate face protection? Are their clothes appropriate? Do they set
the lathe up for their needs? Do they follow proper
setup and start-up procedures?

To apply to have an event sanctioned by the Guild
simply fill out this form:

All these things are quite simple but when we are
in the public eye we are representing not only the
Guild and ourselves. We are representing the craft
of woodturning. If we use safe techniques and em-

and send it to the Guild Secretary at secretary@gvwg.ca . It will be reviewed by the Board
and you will be notified. Please allow adequate

http://gvwg.ca/docs/Event%20Request%
20Form.pdf
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time for this to happen – perhaps 10 days to 2
weeks.
Why bother with getting certified? It seems like a
lot of bother and perhaps you have never thought
of demonstrating publicly. Here is what Allan has
to say about it:

GVWG

Al’s Summary
“I enjoy doing demonstrations.
I learn something every time.
It’s a chance to try something
that will help expand your
woodturning hobby and help
out the Guild.
Dig into a new idea, learn it
and show it to others. Not long
ago, Ed Pretty did a barley
twist demo. He’d never used
this technique before so he studied and learned how to do it
safely and effectively. The result was very rewarding, ask
him about it!
Don’t be afraid of the Safety Review. Just turn safely and
you’re in. Once you’ve done one
or two demonstrations you’re
hooked. It is a lot of fun sharing
what you know, and it’s very
rewarding.”
Thank you Allan for giving back to the GVWG.

Demoing at Lee Valley – Jan 2018
By Ed Pre y
Lee Valley has scheduled another “turning event” for the month of January 2018. We have been asked
to provide demonstrations for four shifts for the last two weeks of January. As last year, three people
per shift (two turners, one “talker”). As always, demonstrators must be certified for public demonstration, however “talkers” are not required to be certified as long as they do not turn.
Members, whether or not they demonstrate, are encouraged to enter pieces for display during the
whole month. There will be a “Peoples’ Choice” award again this year.
Details for drop off and pick up days will be arranged at a later date. We will be able to present Guild
information to the public. This was a very successful event for us as far as gaining new members last
year, so we hope this will be equally as productive this year.
Contact Ed Pretty at efpretty@shaw.ca and I will also be taking names and setting up a schedule during the October and November meetings.

GVWG
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Making Turning Tool Handles with Ed Pretty
by Bruce Campbell photographs by Phil Vetra
There are many commercial handles available for
turning tools and they have a variety of locking
mechanisms including cam locks, set screws, and
collets. They are useful but are often straightwalled and made from metal or plastic over metal
which can be uncomfortable; especially if your
shop gets cold in the winter.
Making your own wooden handles allows you to
shape and size them to your liking and wood feels
really nice. Turning your own handles seems simple but can be challenging. The biggest issue is
drilling a suitable sized hole that is centered in the
handle. In addition, there needs to be an easy way
to lock the tool into the handle.
To overcome the first challenge Ed drills the hole
in the blank first. He then reverses the billet and
slides it over a wooden post which he turns in the
headstock. This ensures that the drilled hole is
now in the axial center. The post needs to be carefully sized to be a tight fit but not so tight that it
cannot be removed.

By running up the tailstock the billet is secured
and then turned to shape. Ed likes handles that
are wider near the front and that fit nicely into his

hand. They then taper
smoothly towards the
back and flair slightly at
the end.
The length of the handle depends both on the tool
and on the lathe with which they are to be used.
Larger tools such as ½” or 5/8” bowl gouges and
spindle roughing gouges need longer handles while
smaller ones like 3/8” spindle gouges, ½” skews,
or ½” scrapers can have shorter handles. But, if
the lathe being used has a smaller swing then the
handles should be shorter; especially for bowl
gouges.
Once Ed has shaped the handle he leaves a tenon
on the back end and another longer one on the
front end to accommodate the ferrule. He then
remounts it in a chuck running up the tailstock into the drilled hole using a tailstock-mounted cone
to ensure proper centering. This allows him to
work on refining the tenon that accepts the ferrule.
A wooden handle needs some kind of a collar at the
opening of the hole to prevent the wood from splitting. This is called a ferrule. Commercially they
are often made of brass but they can be any strong
material. Ed reviewed two homemade and two
commercial types.

(Continued on page 8)
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making it easier. The Oneway ferrules come with a
flat template onto which Ed glued wooden blocks
so it is much easier to gauge the tenon size. Ed alThe homemade solutions are cord lashing and a
so suggested that the
simple copper plumbing connector.
tenon be made a bit
Cord lashing or whipping is easy to do using strong
longer than indicated
string. Make a shallow, wide notch in the end and
as the Oneway ferwhip the cord tightly in the notch. It may then be
rules work their way
covered in glue to make it stay in place. Ed’s examinto the tenon over
ple has two lashings with space for a set screw in
time and need to be
between.
tightened.
(Continued from page 7)

The copper plumbing connector comes in lots of
sizes from ½” to 1 ½” so it is easy to find and appropriate size. They are usually longer than needed but when cut in half they are about right meaning you get two ferrules from each connector. The
front end of the handle is turned to a tight-fit tenon
sized for the ferrule which is driven into place.
This can also be drilled and tapped for a set screw.

Finally, all adjustable tool handles require some
way to secure the tool into the handle. Commercial
systems have a set screw in place already and this
can be done for a home-built setup as well. A common size is the 6mm set screw with a 4mm hex
socket which are readily available at hardware
stores. The ferrule should be drilled with a slightly
undersized drill and then either tapped or by driving the set screw into the hole allowing it to selfWhen using any commercial system be sure to
check that the tool intended for the handle actually tap.
fits into the unit. Most commercial systems have
multiple sizes but vary in exact diameters so it is
best to check before buying.
Ed showed us two commercial units; the Hosaluk
system and the Oneway system.

Thanks Ed for the informative demo. I hope lots of
people take advantage of the information to customize their own toolkits.
The Hosulak system is set into the end of the
wooden handle just like a tool so it needs a ferrule
(not included) to prevent the handle from splitting.
The Oneway system is a ferrule that “threads” over
a precisely shaped tenon. Shaping the tenon can be
a bit tricky but Ed showed an excellent trick for

GVWG
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Neil Turner Demo and Class
By Bruce Campbell with Photos by Brian Lunt
We are once again very
fortunate to have Art
Liestman arrange a visit
from another excellent
turner. Art met Neil
Turner at an international art project called
The Irish Wall Project
(visit https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=yTnI12JKejc
to see details). He
worked with Guilds
across Canada to create
a 5-week tour for Neil from Toronto to Victoria as
well as garnering excellent support from Lee Valley
Tools.
Neil is from Western Australia where he was a
wheat and sheep farmer on a 4500 acre ranch
Other influences include coral, beach sand, and
passed down to him by his father. His early years
were spent juggling work and family with occasion- wind-swept dunes. Here are some samples of his
al woodturning. He has been turning and sculpting texturing techniques:
timber for over 34 years, attending workshops
whenever possible to improve his technique and
sharpen his focus and skills. When it was clear
that his son did not want to “come on to the land”,
he and his wife sold the ranch and retired to a 10
acre wooded block 11 kilometers south of Bunbury,
West Australia.
Neil says “My rural environment greatly influenced
me, as I was able to observe the wind, fire and water impact the land. My intention is to incorporate
these aspects into work that has a free, expressive
Neil then turned the
and organic appearance while using carving and
hollow form he uses to
turning techniques to achieve a purity of form.”
make his fire forms and
showed us how he lays
Neil began his demonstration by showing a series
out the fire patterns
of photographs that relate natural phenomena to
and how he carves it.
his work – the first being fire.
He uses high-torque rotary carving tools for this
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work and demonstrated the various bits and sanding attachments that allows him to achieve the final results.

GVWG
As usual the daylong presentation was full of valuable information and insights into turning and the
creative process. It was somewhat unfortunate
that more Guild members were not in attendance
but those who were there were richly rewarded for
their time.

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2017

Art Liestman – 2
Eulerian Towers
– Big Leaf Maple
– Fire, Workable
Fixative

Bob Askew – Tapestry Bobbins – 0.5X6 –
Various Woods and Brass – Tung Oil,
Buﬀ, Wax 2

Bob Askew – Natural Edge Bowl with
Feet – 10X4 – Cherry – Tung Oil, Buﬀ,
Wax

Bruce Campbell –
Natural Edge Box
– 3X3.5 –
Macronesia Nut,
Purpleheart,
Epoxy – No Finish

Barry Wilkinson – Platter – Cedar – Tung
Oil, Buﬀed – Lichtenburg Burning

Barry Wilkinson – Dish – Maple – Tung
Oil, Buﬀed – Lichtenburg Burning
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Instant Gallery
September 2017

Chris Stiles – Wing Bowl – 7X2 – Maple –
Seal Coat of Tung Oil – Wood is Still
Drying

Chris Stiles – Wing Bowl – 9X4.5 – Maple –
Seal Coat of Tung Oil – Wood Is Still
Drying

Chris Stiles – Wing Bowl – 7X2 – Maple –
Seal Coat of Tung Oil – Wood is Still
Drying

Dan Breck – Live Edge Yarn Bowl – 10X6 –
Spalted Maple – WoP

Dennis Houle – Bowl – 9X2.5 – Silver
Maple – WoP

Greg Plotnikoﬀ – Hollow Form – 3.75X4
– Lilac – WoP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2017
Eldon Graves
– Lidded
Container –
Pine –
Lacquer

Dennis Houle – Natural Edge Bowl –
12.5X5 – Japanese Chery – WoP

Dex Hallwood – Maple Bowl – 8.5X2 –
Maple – Tung Oil

Picture captionDennis Houle – Platter –
14.25X1.5 – Japanese Cherry – WoP

Dan Breck – Salad Bowl – 15x5 – Spalted
Maple – WoP 2

Greg Plotnikoﬀ – Bowl – 4.25X1.125 –
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Instant Gallery
September 2017

Greg Stack – Icicle Snowmen – Walnut,
Maple – WoP

John Spitters – Bowl – 11X5 – Figured
Maple – Walnut Oil

John Spitters –
Hollow Form –
6.5X9 – Maple
– WoP – Blue
Dye Sanded
Back then Red
John Spitters – Decorative Bowl – 10X4.75
– Silver Maple – WoP

John Spitters – Platter – 14.5X1.75 –
Maple – Dye, WoP – Carved with a
Reciprocating Carver

Keith Huddson – Bowl – 12X3 – Maple –
Saman Varnish

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2017

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – 11.5X5.5 – Beech –
WoP

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – 6.5X4 – Maple –
WoP – Sorby Spiralling Tool – Started at
12” Diameter

Lance Rossington – 2 Small Bowls – 6X3 –
Aspen – WoP

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – 12.5X4 – Arbutus –
WoP – Sorby Spiralling Tool

Mark Anderson –
Hollow Turned –
5X15 – Cherry,
Maple, Walnut –
MinWax Teak
Oil, WoP

Mark Anderson – 9.5X8.5 – Maple –
Analine Dye, WoP, Wax
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Instant Gallery
September 2017
Pat Driscoll –
Jewellery Box –
4.5X4.25 –
Maple, Black
Walnut – WoP

Pat Driscoll –
Bowl – 6X6 –
Spalted Maple
– WoP

Phil Vetra –
3 Oﬀset
Bottles –
Maple

Peter McLaren – 5 sets of Knitting
Needles – 5mm, 2.75mm Torrified Maple,
Olive, Dalbergia – Beeswax

Tom Byrom – Bowl –
9.5X6.5 – Chestnut –
Claphams

Phil Vetra – Bowl – 16X5 – Maple – Oil

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2017
Robert
Stewart –
Eggs –
Maple,
Epoxy – Wax

Peter McLaren –
Lean To –
1.375X3 – Black
Locust Burl –
Hemp Oil

Phil Vetra –
Vase – 7X13 –
Maple

Phil Vetra –
Platter –
14X1.5 –
Maple –
Acrylic

Phil Vetra –
Platter – 16X4 –
Hazelwood – Oil
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President's Challenge Gallery
Something Thin
Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 8X4 –
Deadora Cedar –
WoP – Unstable
Bark
Bruce Campbell –
5 Tea Cups –
1.75X3 – Bamboo
– Bamboo grown
in Maple ridge

Dennis Houle – Platter –
15.5X2 – Japanese
Cherry – WoP – Perhaps
a little too thin

Bruce Campbell
– Lidded Dish –
4X3.5 – Cherry,
Maple,
Purpleheart –
WoP

Dan Breck – Thin
Live Edge Bowl –
9X4 – Holly –
WoP

Dex Hallwood –
Bowl – 6X1.5 –
Arbutus – Tung
Oil

Bruce
Campbell –
Lidded Box –
2X5 –
Arbutus,
India Ink –
Show Wax

GVWG
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Calendar of Guild Events 2017‐18
Date

Time

Location

Event
2017

Sep 28, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Alan Cusworth, What it takes to get certified
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Well-centered Handles

Oct 14, 2017

9:00 A.M.

Sapperton Hall

Neil Turner – all day demonstration

Oct 15, 2017

9:00 A.M.

KMS Tools classroom

Neil Turner – Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Oct 26, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 23, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Dec, 2017

Club Meeting
FoF – Jim Johnson – Suction Fit Box
Main Speaker - Steve Hansen – Turning with a
Camera
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Art Liestman – Colours and Textures

No meeting

Happy Holidays
2018

Jan 25, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Feb 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Apr 27, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 25, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

June 14-17,
2018
June 22,
2018

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty - Duplication
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Mori Kono – My Journey to Becoming a Carver
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Turning Bamboo
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Beyond the ABCs
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Oregon Convention
Center, Portland, OR
6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Special points of
interest:
 Next Meeting:

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

Thursday Oct 26nd,
2017 at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall, 318
Keary St, New Westminster BC
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